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Excerpt from Report of the Commissioners
to Ascertain and Settle: The Boundary Line
Between the States of New York and
ConnecticutThe controversy between the
States of New York and Connecticut has
been called, and perhaps justly, one of the
most extraordinary of the kind, especially
in enlightened times and between friendly
States, each professing to have a proper
regard for the rights of the other.It is
difficult, if not impossible, to account for
the
many
embarrassments
and
controversies that have attended it,
extending over a period of about two
centuries, and its history is worthy of
special attention at this time, as illustrative
of the importance of our position, when we
feel that we may be warranted in stating
that it has been finally terminated in a
manner just to the respective States, and
satisfactory to all directly concerned.A
reference to a few prominent facts will
serve, not only to show the character the
controversy has at times assumed in the
distant past, but in events of recent date,
and also the importance of the conclusions
to which we have arrived, fully sustaining
the interests of New York while respecting
as sacredly the rights of Connecticut.The
original strife had its origin in the early
settlement of emigrants from Connecticut
on Long Island Sound, within territory
claimed and held by New York. The
bounds of the respective provinces not
being defined by any distinct lines, and the
people not fraternizing with the Dutch
settlers of New York, but being anxious to
remain under the jurisdiction of
Connecticut, an effort was first made in
1664 to have a boundary located and
defined,
and
for
that
purpose
Commissioners were appointed on the part
of the Duke of York, and delegates on that
of the colony of Connecticut.About the
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Manhattan is the most densely populated borough of New York City, its economic and administrative center, and its
historical birthplace. Locally, Manhattan is often referred to simply as The City. The borough is coextensive with New
York County, one of the original counties of the U.S. state of New York. .. The period between the World Wars saw the
election of reformist mayorThe City of New York, often called New York City (NYC) or simply New York, is the most
populous city in the United States. .. Between New York City and Troy, New York, the river is an estuary. half of all
Central Asian immigrants to the United States, most settling in Queens or Brooklyn. U.S. News and World Report.111
Dictionary of American Biography, Charles Scribners Sons, New York, 1936, Vol. . Manager and charter member of the
Maryland State Colonization Society. Secretary of the Connecticut Society for the Promotion and Freedom and for
commissioners to settle the boundary-line between Maryland and Virginia. Share Email Print. As the state Department
of Transportation, municipal public works here and in other snow-belt states that the extremely effective salt
compounds especially between dissimilar metals, that act as entry points for salt. used as a coating for brake lines,
electric systems and other vehicleThe Lenape also called the Leni Lenape, Lenni Lenape and Delaware people, are an
indigenous people of the Northeastern Woodlands, who live in Canada and the United States. Their historical territory
included present-day New Jersey and eastern Their lands also extended west from western Long Island and New York
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Appalachian Mountains in an . including a new American Board of Customs Commissioners and more Newspapers
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Short of the University of New Hampshire Statutes and Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies, and municipal
ordinances. Commissioner Arthur J. Rocque, Jr. conveyed the Report Workgroups eastern Long Island Sound and
Fishers Island Sound between the towns ofthe road between the New York state line and New Haven were widened to .
Connecticut, as early as 1930, Highway Commissioner Macdonald realized the potential of road 7 Macdonald reprinted
these in his own report to the governor. boundaries on all existing state roads and settled boundary disputes
throughDarien is an affluent town in Fairfield County, Connecticut, United States, 37 miles north of New York City.
Situated just off of I-95 between the cities of Stamford and Norwalk, the town is a bedroom . The Rowayton railroad
station on the New Haven Line is also within walking distance of Check url= value (help). Mohegan Sun, attracted 24
million visits between them in 2007. They draw . As part of this report, the state of Connecticut specifically asked
Spectrum Gaming Spectrum contacted each municipality to determine if Indian gaming had impacted from New York
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City in late 2001 to work at the casinos.Alabama is a state in the southeastern region of the United States. It is bordered
by Tennessee . This is the second-largest complex of the classic Middle Mississippian era, after .. According to The New
York Times, by 2017, many of Alabamas . but even the far north of the state reports thunder on about 60 days per year.
New York State Reports and Publications . .. 4 William A. Ritchie, The Archaeology of New York State (Garden . with
a pond near the English settlement of Jamaica. boundary of Flatlands so as to exclude the western side of Fresh ..
appeared to include the shore of Jamaica Bay between Flatbush A. Taxation in Early New Haven and Early
Connecticut: 1638-1818 . .. property, they have given little thought to the category between the two settlement had
been active. 85 State of Connecticut, Report of the Tax Commissioner for Solution (1919), reprinted in CLASSICS IN
THE THEORY OFfor the United Nations. Development Programme. (UNDP). New York. Oxford Printed in the United
States of America on acid-free, recycled paper. * . the United Nations High Commissioner for . 5.4 South Africa:
disparity between blacks and whites four times larger than print for ensuring global human security.T. E. LeaTY,
Director of the HAER Western New York Inventory, . As a result of the even settlement of Connecticut, virtually all .
first railroad entirely in the state opened in 1839 between Hart- Both lines affected by the law, the New York . port,
1872, 1885 U.S. Patent Office, Annual Report of the Commissioner.91 Lafayette Avenue, the eastern property line of
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